Efficiency as function of pile-up
Primary triggers show stable performance with no significant pile-up dependency
ATLAS Trigger System
A three-level structure implemented with sequential steps of increasing accuracy and complexity
ATLAS (A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS)
General purpose experiment at CERN (Geneve) for Standard Model high-precision measurements and for New Physics discoveries.
Muon Trigger System
Barrel (||<1.05) instrumented with Resistive Plate Chambers. Endcaps (1.05<||<2.4) instrumented with Thin Gap Chambers.
ATLAS data taking in [2010] [2011] [2012] Thanks to the excellent LHC performance, ATLAS has collected an integrated luminosity of 27 fb -1 pp collisions in the last three years
Main trigger signature rates
Muons represent a relevant fraction of the acquired rate by ATLAS Trigger/DAQ system. 
Processing times
Average execution times per RoI due to extrapolation (65%), combination (29%), data decoding and unpacking (5%). Intel R CoreTM2 Duo CPU E8400 @ 3.00 GHz.
2009: collision event with two muon candidates Scale Factors for EF_mu24_tight computed vs.  and f.
For events with two or more muons, scale factors are evaluated as:
Efficiency on real data and simulations
Measurements with respect to offline muon reconstruction in Z +  -events (Tag&Probe). Good agreement found for primary triggers (EF_mu18_medium in 2011, EF_mu24i_tight in 2012), for both inside-out and outside-in EF algorithms. Scale factors are obtained as efficiency ratios (data/MC) vs. p T ,  and f: they are generally very close to 1 although there are some variations which need to be properly taken into account in all physics analyses with muons in the final state.
Distribution of 4 invariant mass

Higgs boson searches
The optimization and the performance studies of the ATLAS muon trigger have given a contribution to the discovery of the 'Higgs-like' boson announced at CERN on July 4, 2012. 6 GeV, 8 GeV, 10 GeV and 11 GeV, 15 GeV, 20 GeV . Efficiencies vs. muon p T for the Level 1 thresholds defined in 2010 for barrel (top) and endcaps (down)
Level 1 efficiencies
The muon trigger efficiencies at Level 1 with respect to the offline muon reconstruction have been measured by selecting offline muons using the Tag & Probe method (both J/ and Z events). Most of inefficiency is due to the geometrical coverage, which is 80% for RPC and 99% for TGC detectors. Plots on the right refer to 2010 run, with the corresponding thresholds implemented in barrel and endcaps.
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